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Visitors and guests across China today want a single, connected and
personalised experience across all of the parks, hotels, shops, restaurants
and entertainment spaces within a destination or resort. No longer do
guests want to queue for rides, wait for a table or food orders, or pay
for merchandise with cash. They want to pre-book everything via digital
channels and pay using quick, cashless devices. But to truly understand
this ‘single resort experience’ operators need to hear the opinion, frustrations
and expectations of today’s visitors.
Omnico commissioned The Chinese Theme Park Barometer to question
visitors’ experiences of attending Chinese resorts in the previous two
years, asking their opinions on the types of experiences and technologies
they have encountered, and what they would like to see in the future.
What the Barometer has uncovered is that across China, there are
particular guest journeys, or experiences, that truly matter to visitors.
The goal for all theme park operators in China is to identify which guest
experiences should be added to create additional value, and ultimately
improve footfall, revenue and competiveness in this market.

SURVEY
RESPONDENTS
670
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THEME PARK VISITORS WANT
A SINGLE RESORT EXPERIENCE
The following outlines the guest experiences that operators in China should be investing in
now to create the integrated resort of the future, as uncovered by our research. It is clear
from these results that visitors today want to receive a single, integrated and digital resort
experience, particularly with the ability to pre-book their trip, and during their visit be
able to purchase and order anything using cashless devices. For theme parks to remain
relevant in today’s competitive landscape, these guest experiences are fundamental.

CHINESE GUEST
EXPERIENCES

THEME PARK
GROWTH IN CHINA
Major park openings and rising investment will continue to drive
the theme park market in Asia-Pacific over the next five years.
The theme park market is expected to grow in Asia-Pacific at
a 6.7 percent compound annual growth rate (CAGR) to $540
million in 2019. Asia-Pacific passed North America in 2014
to become the largest region in terms of attendance, but not
in spending. By 2019, Asia-Pacific will account for 45 percent
of global attendance, up from 41 percent in 2014 and 34
percent in 2009.1

86%

CHOOSE A LIMITED
NUMBER OF SPECIFIC
DEALS RELEVANT TO
THE VISITOR

85%

BE TOLD THE BEST TIMES
TO GO TO RESTAURANTS
WHEN IT’S NOT BUSY

ABILITY TO BUY
ANYTHING IN THE
RESORT USING A
CASHLESS DEVICE

84%

ORDER AND PAY FOR
MERCHANDISE IN A
QUEUE FOR DELIVERY
IMMEDIATELY, OR LATER
TO THEIR HOTEL

59 NEW THEME
PARKS WILL OPEN
IN CHINA BY 2020

TICKET SALES AT CHINESE
THEME PARKS ARE
PREDICTED TO SOAR TO
NEARLY $12 BILLION BY 2020

91%

PRE-BOOK ENTIRE TRIP

84%

PRE-BOOK A
VIP EXPERIENCE

APPROXIMATELY
300 PARKS ARE
IN OPERATION
ALREADY IN CHINA

CHINA GENERATED 42% OF
THE ASIA-PACIFIC REGION’S
THEME PARK SPENDING

87%

BOOK A TABLE IN A
RESTAURANT AHEAD
OF WHEN REQUIRED

84%

BUY MERCHANDISE AND
CHARGE / DELIVER TO
HOTEL ROOM

86%

PURCHASE GIFTS FOR
FRIENDS / FAMILY FOR
THE NEXT VISIT

84%

PRE-BOOK DINING
OPTIONS FOR THE ENTIRE
VISIT, INCLUDING WHERE
TO EAT AND AT WHAT TIME

The below shows the
percentage of respondents
who rated the experience
important or very important.

91%

This flurry of activity reflects the view among investors
that Asia-Pacific is a prime region for theme parks. The
population is huge and can support more parks, incomes
are rising, the middle class is expanding, and there
appears to be a strong appetite for theme parks.

300

CHINESE GOVERNMENT
PREDICTS THE $610 BILLION
TOURISM INDUSTRY WILL
DOUBLE OVER NEXT FIVE YEARS

1 IAAPA Global Theme and Amusement Park Outlook 2015–2019
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PRE-BOOKING
GUEST EXPERIENCES

If, however, you look at the future
demand for the ability to pre-book
activities, there is a clear call-to-action
for theme park operators to embrace
technology to enable these options.

Preparing for a family or group getaway, as we all know, takes a lot of logistical
organisation, whether travelling to another country entirely, or staying closer
to home; from booking travel and hotel accommodation, to arranging visas,
inoculations, packing clothes for every weather eventuality and ensuring you
have the tickets, passports and the correct currency when you leave. Ensuring
this pre-holiday organisation goes as smoothly as possible is now essential,
and theme parks can become part of this equation.

Knowing that meals, tickets, fast-track
passes, cashless wristbands, show seating
and VIP experiences have all been chosen
and paid for in advance, creates a sense
of relief for that visitor and anticipation of
what is to come. There is then an increased
opportunity for brands within the theme
parks to upsell, made easier when visitors
are enjoying their pre-booked and hassle-free
experience, and aren’t spending cash as they
have pre-paid for many items.

There is a clear opportunity for theme park operators to provide visitors with
the tools and information to engage them to pre-book their entire experience
from their hotel room and park tickets to meal packages, restaurant bookings,
fast track ride passes, VIP experiences, special events and more. As can be
seen from our research, currently the majority of people in China, are only able
to research general information about the impending trip (72%), with only 39%
able to pre-book dining plans.

USE OF TECHNOLOGY TODAY

VISITOR TECHNOLOGY
OF THE FUTURE

When you engaged with the resort online services
before your stay, what services did you use?

72%

RESEARCHED GENERAL
INFORMATION ABOUT THE
THEME PARK / RESORT

62%

GOT DIRECTIONS TO
PARTICULAR ATTRACTIONS
AT THE RESORT

39%

44%

PRE-BOOKED ALL MY
TIMESLOTS ON THE RIDES

26%

PRE-ORDERED MY
BRANDED MERCHANDISE
TO WEAR DURING MY STAY

The opportunity for theme park
operators in China is to provide
visitors with the ability to prebook their entire experience.

PRE-BOOKED ALL MY
DINING PLANS /
RESTAURANT TABLES
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86%

I CAN PRE-ORDER MY ENTIRE TRIP (FOR INSTANCE
HOTEL, MEALS, MERCHANDISE, TICKETS, FAST TRACK
PASS, RIDE TIMES, CASHLESS WRISTBAND, RESERVED
SEATING AT SHOWS, PHOTOS) IN A SINGLE PROCESS
USING THE RESORT WEBSITE, OR MOBILE APP

84%

I CAN PRE-BOOK DINING OPTIONS,
CHOOSING WHERE I WANT TO EAT AND
WHEN, BEFORE ARRIVING AT THE RESORT,
AND USE THEM THROUGHOUT MY STAY AT
PARTICIPATING RESTAURANTS

83%

I AM ABLE TO RESERVE MERCHANDISE ONLINE
BEFORE I ARRIVE AT THE RESORT AND COLLECT IT
AT THE HOTEL OR PICK-UP POINT

MOBILE AND CASHLESS
GUEST EXPERIENCES

MOBILE EXPERIENCES
Mobile technology has become as intrinsic to theme
park visitors today as the original animatronics were
to the first attractions. Consumer technology has
continued to evolve, from the PC, internet, social
media and now virtual, augmented and mixed
reality. But it is the mobile device that has become
the glue that combines all digital experiences into
one personal screen.

The Chinese Theme Park Barometer questioned visitors’ future demands for
interactivity during their stay, from the purchases they make, how they order
food, beverage and merchandise, to how they’re rewarded as loyal customers.
The results reveal that when it comes to interactive technologies, having it at
your fingertips and integrated into the overall park experience is a must.

It’s interesting to note that when Disney Shanghai
opened in mid-2016 it didn’t take with it its
famous MagicBand wristbands, instead relying
solely on mobile. Visitors’ can use their mobile
devices to enter the park, purchase merchandise
and access rides and attractions. Disney’s Chief
Executive Robert Iger hasn’t been shy in his
belief that consumer’s use of mobile platforms
to view media will grow in the future, saying
“We are a big believer in using technology
to reach new people.”

VISITOR TECHNOLOGY
OF THE FUTURE
87%

THE RESORT’S MOBILE APP PROVIDES ME WITH A RANGE
OF EXCITING FUNCTIONS (INCLUDING: AN INTERACTIVE MAP,
EXCLUSIVE DEALS, BEHIND-THE-SCENES EXPERIENCES, ORDER
AHEAD FOR DINING, FAST PAYMENT, VIRTUAL QUEUING, GAME
PLAYING WHEN IN QUEUES, ABILITY TO LEAVE REVIEWS OF
RIDES AND RESTAURANTS, FIND MY CAR, ETC.)

91%

I AM ABLE TO BUY ANYTHING IN THE RESORT USING A
CASHLESS DEVICE, SUCH AS A WRISTBAND OR MOBILE APP

79%

I CAN GIVE MEMBERS OF MY FAMILY AND FRIENDS
A CASHLESS WRISTBAND AND HAVE A MOBILE APP
TO SEE WHAT THEY ARE BUYING AND TOP-UP THEIR
ACCOUNTS IF NEEDED

It’s predicted that China will become the first
market where the majority of online travel
purchases will be made on mobile devices.
In Shanghai, Disney will use them to send
direct alerts about park conditions and
attractions to their visitors.
Iger has been quoted as saying
that “Shanghai is a park that from a
technological perspective is more
advanced than anything we’ve ever
built. The consumer will…use their
mobile devices in far more advanced,
compelling ways than any other place
from a theme park perspective than
we are today.”

Visitors to theme parks today expect,
and want, to be able to use their
mobile devices in far more advanced
and compelling ways.

More and more visitors expect to use
interactive technology as part of their
theme park experience – before,
during and after their stay.
08
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Meal packages are a must,
both inside and outside
of the resort, and should
be integrated into hotel
systems and food &
beverage outlets, creating
a single dining experience.

CASHLESS EXPERIENCES
The Disney MagicBand, implemented across many
of its resorts, has transformed theme park operations
and interactions for visitors, and today they have
evolved this offering via the mobile strategy at its
latest Shanghai resort. This is only the beginning.
In Japan they are taking the idea of a completely
card-less, cashless society to new heights,
predicting that fingerprint biometrics could be
used to pay for services throughout all of Japan
by 2020. The first goal is the next Olympic and
Paralympic Games in Tokyo in 2020 and to date a
total of 300 souvenir shops, restaurants, hotels and
other establishments in popular tourist areas will
participate in the fingerprint payment experience,
with plans to expand throughout the whole country.

FOOD & BEVERAGE EXPERIENCES
The food and beverage industry has been embracing new forms
of technology for some time. Many eateries now offer touch screen
kiosks, mobile ordering apps and even tablets at tables. Operators of
these establishments see it as a way to cut down on growing lines,
boost efficiency and upsell, and please digitally infatuated customers.
Food and beverage at theme parks is also no longer about a quick re-fuel
before jumping on the next ride. New food innovation means visitors also want
the option to enjoy a fine-dining experience. Regardless of the level of the
dining experience, queuing for the food is not an option, with guests expecting
to know when the busiest times are and to be able to pre-order, pre-book, and
be personally welcomed when they arrive.
We have seen that guests want to be able to book large parts of their park
experience before they arrive, and food and beverage is no exception. By enabling
guests to order meal and beverage packages when they book their trip, operators
can specify the outlets and times that the packages can be redeemed, and even
insist on pre-order, improving resource and stock planning and securing payment
ahead of the visit.

The whole ‘single resort experience’ should be
underpinned by an entirely cashless experience,
and theme parks are already investing in and utilising
cashless devices, as Disney has shown. There
is opportunity, however, for them to develop and
integrate the technology even further across more
of their park attractions, retail and hospitality outlets,
even to the hotels as well. This might be using RFID
enabled wristbands or other interactive Internet of
Things (IoT) based media, wearable technology,
mobile apps, or a combination of these. Interestingly
when asked about future technology 35% of Chinese
respondents chose temporary tattoo tickets to
replace electronic wristbands!

Not only can such packages encourage guests to stay at the resort longer, but
by tying them to season passes, parks can encourage guests to come back
more frequently. Packages can also be extended outside the park, integrating into
hotel and restaurant systems, enabling guests to continue to enjoy a single dining
experience inside and outside of the park.
The aim for operators in China is to build on the established guest experience. Guests
should be able to use their mobile app and/or media device to track any pre-booked
meal packages, pre-order their food on the day, pay for items in food, retail and other
outlets, view and order photos, and receive personalised and location based
promotions and messages throughout the day.

VISITOR TECHNOLOGY OF THE FUTURE

Cashless devices can evolve
further to encompass the entire
theme park guest experience.
Some predict a completely
card-less cashless future society.

87%
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I AM ABLE TO ORDER A TABLE FOR
LUNCH OR DINNER AHEAD OF WHEN I
NEED IT, AND THEN BE PERSONALLY
WELCOMED WHEN I ARRIVE

85%
11

I RECEIVE SUGGESTIONS ON THE BEST
TIMES TO GO TO RESTAURANTS WHEN
IT’S NOT BUSY SO MY FRIENDS AND
FAMILY CAN BE FED QUICKLY
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LOYALTY EXPERIENCES
Customer loyalty has become the epitome for big brands;
have it and you as a brand will continue to flourish, fail to
win and retain loyalty and you will lose market-share.
A visitors’ day at a theme park can include multiple
transactions from admission and food, to merchandise,
games, front-of-line passes and more. The Chinese Theme
Park Barometer shows that guests demand those transactions
are made as seamlessly as possible, via the technology of
their choice. By using a centralised transaction engine to hold
that wealth of valuable visitor data, operators can personalise
loyalty offers to their guests.
In order to gain repeat custom, theme park operators must
consider how they build long-term relationships with their visitors.
Offering tailored, targeted loyalty packages and programmes,
collation of loyalty points, or even money-can’t-buy rewards
like sneak previews of new attractions, can help to maintain
engagement outside the park and ensure repeat visits.

RETAILING EXPERIENCES
Purchasing branded-merchandise during or at the end of
the theme park visit is a must for many and the experience
of making that purchase must be as seamless as possible.
Like retailers today who embrace an omni-channel
approach (the ability to offer a ‘seamless’ brand experience
across a number of channels, such as mobile, online,
in-store, etc.), theme parks too need to integrate their
retail offering across the entire park experience.
Investment in technology can create an immersive
and interactive retail experience within the theme park.
CNIT has already developed and deployed YunTouch,
its cloud-based display terminal, in multiple shopping
centres across China. YunTouch utilises an HD camera,
built-in microphone and 32-inch tall LCD touch screen,
allowing visitors to quickly and easily view and order
products or verbally request product information.
Shopping mall operators can also use facial recognition
and big data capabilities to analyse customers’ past
purchases and automatically show them relevant
product information.

VISITOR RESPONSES TO LOYALTY

OF
86%
In the future, I am able to choose
a limited number of specific deals
relevant to me from a wide range of
available promotions and deals
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FERS
80%

In the future, I want to be able to
receive offers based on my personal
preferences, spending habits and ride
choices, to spend immediately in the
resort or on another visit

Individual merchandising outlets spread across a resort
need not have every item on display to ensure customers
can get what they want. By using digital displays or tablet
devices, they can create a visual experience where visitors
can choose what they would like, and if it isn’t in-store it
can be pulled in from another outlet or a central warehouse
and delivered to the park gate, the hotel concierge or room,
or even to a restaurant later that evening. This means that
sales are not lost even if every size/colour/item of stock
isn’t on display in the outlet.
Theme parks must now offer the ability to fulfil visitor orders
via every channel available; from purchasing via the mobile
app while standing in the queue, to ensuring delivery
of that product to the hotel room or for collection at the
exit gate, being able to then return the item and exchange
it for another size in an outlet or online, to having further
merchandise shipped to the visitors’ home address on their
return. Nothing should be out of reach for visitors today,
and by providing these options retail revenues and
customer satisfaction can be significantly enhanced.

VISITOR TECHNOLOGY OF THE FUTURE
80%

IF THE SIZE / COLOUR / STYLE OF
MERCHANDISE I WANT TO BUY IS
NOT AVAILABLE, THEN THE RESORT
CAN FIND IT FROM ANOTHER
LOCATION AND DELIVER IT EITHER
TO MY HOTEL ROOM OR MY HOME

75%

IF THE SIZE / COLOUR / STYLE OF
MERCHANDISE I WANT TO BUY IS
NOT AVAILABLE, THEN THE RESORT
CAN FIND IT FROM ANOTHER
LOCATION FOR ME TO COLLECT

82%

I CAN BUY MERCHANDISE IN THE
RESORT AND HAVE IT DELIVERED
TO MY HOME WHEN I RETURN
FROM MY TRIP

84%

I CAN ORDER AND PAY FOR
MERCHANDISE, BROWSING
VIA THE MOBILE APP WHEN
STANDING IN A QUEUE, TO
HAVE THE ITEM DELIVERED
TO ME IMMEDIATELY OR TO
MY HOTEL ROOM LATER

84%

I CAN ORDER ANYTHING, LIKE
TOYS, CLOTHING, SHOW TICKETS,
ETC., ANYWHERE IN THE RESORT
FOR DELIVERY ANYWHERE I
WOULD LIKE, SUCH AS MY HOTEL
ROOM, THE RESTAURANT, OR TO
MY HOME ON ARRIVAL

Theme parks need to integrate their retail offering across
the entire park experience, reflecting the growing trend
of retailers becoming ‘omni-channel’.
13
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DEVELOPING THE GUEST
EXPERIENCES OF THE FUTURE
When looking toward the future of theme parks and resorts, many focus their crystal ball gazing on new rides,
attractions, restaurant innovation, or brand tie-ups. In The Chinese Theme Park Barometer we asked particular
questions focused on the new technologies they expect to see that will affect the ways in which they interact
with theme parks of the future.
These figures show the percentage of respondents who identified each technology as one they expected to
see in theme parks in the next three years, broken down into age group, city and demographic.

VIRTUAL REALITY
EXPERIENCES
AND GUIDES

3D PRINTED
PERSONAL
MERCHANDISE

AUGMENTED
REALITY
GAMES

HOLOGRAPHIC
ASSISTANTS

70%

83%
CITY:

BASE

51%

AGE
44-54

AGE
35-44

53%

46%

63%

CITY:
NANJING

BASE

41%

BASE

40% 47%
BASE

49%

32%

AGE
16-24

53% 45%

58%

48%

BASE

53% 45%
14

63%
CITY:
NANJING

CITY:
HANGZHOU

48%
CITY:

HANGZHOU

VOICE-ACTIVATED
MOBILE APPS
BASE

55%
CITY:
CANTON

43%

PERSONAL DIGITAL
ASSISTANTS (SIRI
FOR RESORTS)

HANGZHOU

BASE

ROBOTS AS
PERSONAL ASSISTANTS

49%

TEMPORARY TATTOO
TICKETS TO REPLACE
ELECTRONIC WRISTBANDS

47%
CITY:
CHENGDU
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35%

BASE

44%
CITY:
NANJING

48%
CITY:
SHENZHEN

47%
CITY:
CHENGDU

TECHNOLOGY-AS-A-SERVICE
Virtual reality is a big trend for theme parks today. But interestingly, it is not just the
rides that can be enhanced by this immersive experience. It has been estimated by Niko
Partners that China’s VR hardware market size will hit $300 million, with mobile VR being
the unequivocal leader in terms of hardware unit sales. Virtual reality overall has been
embraced in China more than the West, and Chinese consumers have shown a
willingness to purchase VR devices and experiences.
Our research asked respondents about the use of VR guides, drawing 70% of
respondents choosing this as the key piece of technology they see coming to theme
parks in the next three years. When examined together with the other answers related
to the ways in which technology can provide assistance (personal digital assistants 43%
/ robots as personal assistants 49%), there is real demand to provide additional service
and support to visitors today with these emerging technologies.
This service-driven innovation is particularly evident in today’s consumer homes,
with sales of connected-devices to create the ‘smart-home’ growing exponentially.
Lenovo has, in early 2017, launched its Smart Assistants, rivalling Amazons
Echo, which in China will utilise local search engine providers to deliver localised
information. China’s Internet of Things (IoT) market is expected to be worth
US$121 billion by 2022. With this increasing level of innovation in the home,
visitors will come to expect the same level of service and interaction from
their theme park experience.
Robots may seem far-fetched when asking respondents to consider the
technology of the future, but the ‘service robot’ industry is expected
to have an annual average growth rate of 16.5% during 2016-20.2
In December 2016, it was announced that China is set to publish new
standards for the robotics industry in a bid to boost the country’s
competiveness in the sector. The Ministry of Industry and Information
Technology (MIIT) is crafting new guidelines for manufacturers and
buyers, according to Sun Feng, deputy director of the MIIT’s Equipment
Industry Department in a recent China Daily article. This will help
strengthen China’s position in the robotics market, whose size is
predicted to hit $135.4 billion by 2019, according to International
Data Corporation via Fortune.

70%

For parks, this could soon mean that a robotic character is able to
greet visitors at the entrance of the park and guide them through
their experience, or a virtual assistant could answer questions
and provide information.

of respondents expect to see
virtual reality in theme parks in
the next 3 years.

2 RnRMarketResearch.com “Global and China Service Robot Industry Report, 2016-2020”
and “Global Service Robot Market Professional Survey Report 2016”
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GUEST EXPERIENCES OF
THE FUTURE MEET THEME
PARK INNOVATION

an established, agile and innovative
omni-channel software and
services company

Visitors today are unfortunately a changeable bunch, particularly when it comes to the latest
technology. This creates a frustrating dilemma for theme park operators; on the one hand the
want to invest in new attractions to drive an increase in footfall and remain relevant, but on
the other hand, the need to continue investment in the overall guest experience to create an
enjoyable and seamless visit. Choose to invest poorly, or not at all, in one or the other, and their
competiveness in today’s market decreases. Theme parks that rest on their technology laurels,
risk getting left behind.
It is a competitive market-place, and not solely from other operators and land owners there are new entrants to market from shopping centre tie-ups with amusement attractions,
which is creating a whole new landscape. For example, Wanda Group recently announced
a 63 billion yuan investment in a tourism and sports complex in Jinan, the capital of the
Shandong province. The project, spread over 5.3 million square metres of floor area,
will have malls, sports facilities, hotels and a theme park.

Balancing investment in new attractions, versus the guest
experience is a delicate process. But get it right and you
will lead the charge ahead of competitors in being a truly
‘smart resort’.
While virtual reality rides and new, higher, bigger roller-coasters will increase
attendance, ignore the myriad of guest experiences and how visitors interact
with the resort, and operators risk losing repeat business and building a loyal
visitor base. The overall guest experience must be consistent, engaging, easy to
navigate and seamless across the multiple channels and touch points to ensure
that visitors are able to concentrate on enjoying the rides and attractions. But
parks must also embrace these exciting new technologies to surprise and delight
visitors and provide the ultimate experience.

18

It’s important to note that implementing these guest experiences to
create an integrated and seamlessly joined-up resort experience does
not require investment in a completely new solution, nor a rip-andreplace of every legacy system.
To discuss the ways in which Omnico can help you to meet these
visitor expectations and develop innovative new technology solutions,
please visit our website, www.omnicogroup.com, or contact us at
enquiries@omnicogroup.com for more information.
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